“Thank you for the fantastic workshop you delivered during the Holmes Chapel Summer School. All your
preparation and support was very much appreciated!”
“You are such an entertaining speaker and the feedback we’ve had from your creative writing talk has
been wonderful – you left a very satisfied crowd behind.”
“The children enjoyed talking to a published author and through her own enthusiasm for writing they were
encouraged to put their own writing skills to the test.”
“A wonderful talk- the girls really enjoyed it! There was such a lot of thought- provoking material.”

BRYONY PEARCE AUTHOR VISITS
WHY AN AUTHOR VISIT?
Schools who host author events find they encourage creative writing, and
reading for pleasure, which results in better vocabulary, broadens horizons,
heightens creativity, heightens empathy and relieves stress!

WHY BRYONY PEARCE?
A multi-award-winning novelist, who mentors aspiring
teaches Writing for Children at City University, London.

writers and

What I write Thrilling adventures, including paranormal, urban fantasy, horror,
sci fi, dystopia and domestic noir.
“For psychological, chilling, what -would-I-do-I’d-never-do-that-but-what-if … she simply
can’t be bettered.”

Experience at presenting Including, but not limited to, Edinburgh Literary
Festival, Comic-con, YALC.
Experience with children In addition to school visits and other events, Bryony
has run children’s liturgy, read with KS1, conducted writing groups and has
two children of her own.
Experience in the publishing industry Agented by Marjacq Literary Agency,
published by Egmont, Stripes and Avon, eleven published novels (as of 2021),
short stories in anthologies.
Education Degree in English Literature from Cambridge University, short story
writing course, LSJ
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WHAT I OFFER
Talk: 1 hour, Any size group. Includes: becoming a writer, inspiration / ideas,
interactive games / activities, Q&A. £150
Creative Writing Workshops: Group size preference: 30 max. Can be tailored
to individual organisations. Available workshops include (but not limited to):
Write like a professional, Building great characters and writing them well,
Narrative Arc, Openings, Atmosphere and setting, Inspiration
Half day £250 Full day £350 (4 sessions max), Travel at 45p per mile.
“WOW! WOW! WOW! This is the fastest book I have ever read in my life – in parts, my mouth went
dry, my heart was hammering out of my chest, and I was rooted to the spot!”
“Just oodles of fun!”
“This book doesn’t let you go. It stays with you for a long time.”
“Brilliant, from beginning to end.”

www.bryonypearce.co.uk
Twitter and Instagram:
@BryonyPearce

